PRELIMINARIES
We do not assume that rings contain identity elements, except as indicated. An effort will be made to consistently write homomorphisms on the side opposite to the scalars. Given a ring R, RR1 will denote R @ 2 with the customary multiplication. We remark that prime modules in this sense are prime in the sense of [7] but not conversely, as we are restricting our attention to torsionless modules. Evidently, submodules and direct products of semiprime modules are again semiprime. It follows that torsionless modules over semiprime rings are semiprime modules. The next proposition shows that these are essentially all the semiprime modules. (1) A is prime (semiprime). To check that (I) and (3) (1) RM is semiprime (prime) artinian.
(2) RM is a finite direct sum of (isomorphic) simple projective s&modules.
Proof. (1) implies (2) . We first show that simple submodules of RM are projective direct summands of M. Let K be any simple submodule of M and 0 # m E K. Since RM is semiprime we can choose f E Hom,(M, R) with (mf)m # 0. f must be manic on K, so (mf)(mf) # 0. Hence (Kf)z # 0. Hom,(M, M), P(M) = (01 E E(M) 1 k er a is an essential submodule of RM}. P(M) is an ideal of E(M). More generally, given a Morita context (R, M, N, S), set P,(M) = {s E S 1 l,+,(s) is an essential submodule of .M), where l,(s) = {m E M 1 m-s = O}. P,(M) is an ideal of S containing ann M, . This is a good place to note that our notation for annihilators is to use Z( ) for left annihilators, for example &(s) above, and r( ) for right annihilators; subscripts being omitted when no confusion can arise.
Given a Morita context (R, M, N, S) we may regard (S) = Sjann M, as a subring of E(M). Extension of elements of (S) to elements of E(M) induces a ring monomorphism S/P,(M) -+ E(ti)/P(ti).
In the sequel, we will regard S/P,(M) as a subring of E(fi)/P(@). Of particular importance is the standard Morita context where S = E(M).
Remark. When .M is finite dimensional (i.e., contains no infinite direct sums of nonzero submodules) then E(G) is known to be semiperfect with radical P(a) and with the dimension of E(h?l)/P(iI?) equal to the dimension of RM [9, p. 1031.
In particular in E(M)/P(M), and more generally in S/P,(M It is known that E(&)/P(@) . is a regular self-injective ring [IO] . We will need this information only in a special case, and it seems appropriate to provide a self-contained proof here. .Z(,M) = {m EM 1 Z(m) is an essential left ideal of R) is the familiar singular submodule of RM. Proof. The first observation is routine. By an easy calculation one observes that E(a) is regular if and only if ker v and A?@ are direct summands of Rti for all 9) E E(fi). Let y E E(fi) b e g iven. If JC is an essential extension of ker v in A%, then for every x E K, (ker q : x) XV = 0, where (ker v : x) = {I E R 1 YX E ker y}. Since Z(,M) = 0 and (ker F : x) is an essential left ideal of R, xp, = 0. Thus K = ker q, proving that ker 9 is closed in .ii?. It follows that ker v is injective, and consequently so is ii?', s i@/ker p).
Next, to show that E = E(a) is left self-injective, let 0 E Horn&, E) be given where J is a left ideal of E. Note that ker p S ker /P for any p E j. Define 0' E Hom,(MJ, M) via (d=, rn& 6" = &=, rn&, for any mi E M, pi E J. We claim that 8' is well defined. If Ci=, rnipi = Ci=r njvj with the nj E M, vj E J, choose w E J so that & Epi + Cj"=, Evj = Ew. This is possible since E is a regular ring. Write pi = pcLi'w, vj = vj'w for some pi' E E, vj' E E. Then pie = pi'&, vje = vj'we.
Since ker w _C ker we and (&, mipi' -xi=, n,vj')w = 0, we have (& mipi' -& njvj') we = 0; i.e., CIEI rn,t.~~~ = C" 3z1 njvje. 0' is clearly an R-homomorphism, and so extends to a homomorphism 01 E E (this is the only place where the injectivity of &I? is used). It is easy to check that pLB = p 0 01 for all p E J, Hence 0 extends to an element of Homc(E, E), proving that EE is injective. 1 COROLLARY 2.2. If RM is finite dimensional and Z(,M) = 0 then E(&l) is a semisimple artinian ring.
Proof, Obviously d(,M) = d(,@), and (using the fact that E(a) is regular) it is easy to see that d(gl?) < d(&%). &!? is therefore finite dimensional and a regular ring, and so is semisimple artinian. 1
We will eventually be concerned with conditions on a semiprime module RM which are sufficient to guarantee that Z(,M) = 0. But first we need some information about the ideal P(M). (2) can be proved directly, using the proof of (1) (6) This follows directly from the proofs of (2) and (3), and Lemma 2.3. 1
Remark.
One can improve (3) and (4) for Morita contexts as in the previous theorem to the following. 3. We are now ready to give some sufficient conditions for the singular submodule to be zero. Proof. Set P = P,(M) and suppose that (P)n+l # 0, n 2 0. (Here (P)" = (S)l.) Then choose (0) # <LX) E (P} so that (IX)(P)~ # 0 and with z&01) maximal among such LY. For any /3 E P, I,,,,@) n MCI # 0 since I,@) is an essential submodule of RM. It follows that Z,,,r(ol) $ I,(+). By the choice of (Y it must be the case that (cN)@)(P)~ = 0. Since /3 was arbitrary in P, (c~)(P)"+l = 0. Thus, were (P> not nilpotent we would get an infinite chain This clearly induces a corresponding chain which violates the hypothesis that RM is noetherian. Therefore (P) must be nilpotent.
If RM is semiprime, then by Proposition 1.1, (S) is a semiprime ring and so (P> = (0). Thus P = ann RM, and then Z(,M) = 0 by the previous proposition. 4
Remark. In the situation of the above proposition, nil subrings of(S) are nilpotent (with bounded nilpotency index). For by the remark preceding Proposition 2.1, nil subrings of S/P,(M) g (S)/(P,(M)) are nilpotent of index < d(RM) + 1, and (P,(M)) is nilpotent when RM is noetherian. This indicates an alternate proof that nil subrings of the endomorphism ring of a noetherian module are nilpotent of bounded index, a result also provided by Lance Small and Joe Fisher. Observe that there is a close analogy between the two previous propositions. Indeed one can provide proofs along either of the two lines indicated above. Thus, for example, one can conclude that if RM is semiprime and satisfies the maximum condition on {ZM(~) 1 01 E P(M)) (these are kernels of homomorphisms) then Z(,M) = 0.
The hypothesis that R satisfy the maximum condition on annihilators of subsets of M is not a common one. It is therefore worth pointing out that for a Morita context (R, M, N, S) satisfying (m, N) # 0 for 0 # m E M, this hypothesis is satisfied when R satisfies the maximum condition on left annihilator ideals. . Since Z(,K,') = 0, it must be the case that ZM(q) n K,' = 0. Choose a submodule &r with K,' C K1 C K maximal with respect to Kr n l,(q) = 0. Then K, + (EM n K) (direct sum) is an essential submodule of K.
If lM(q) n K = 0, we go no further. If ZM(oli) n K # 0, we choose 0 # m2EKz', where K,' is a uniform submodule of IM(q) n K. Choose n2 E N with (m, , n2) m2 # 0. As above, we set a2 = [n, , m,] and note that ZM(az) n K,' = 0. So it is possible to choose a submodule K,' C K2 C ZM(oli) n K maximal with respect to K2 n ZM(+) = 0. Note that K1 + K, + (ZM(a,) n Z,,,(OI~) n K) (direct sum) is an essential submodule of K, and K soli = 0. The diagram below illustrates the construction thus far. (2) In the previous proposition one could replace the semiprime hypothesis with the assumption that given any submodule L of aK there exists (II E S with Mar CL and Lar # 0, and arrive at the same conclusion. For it was only to obtain this property that semiprimeness was used.
Let us now assume that the Morita context in Proposition 3. Remarks. (1) The reader concerned primarily with Theorem 3.5 should observe that it rests only on a fraction of the prior development. Specifically, Proposition 1.1, Corollary 2.2, part of Proposition 2.4, and Proposition 3.3.
(2) For R a ring with identity and Morita contexts (R, M, N, S) satisfying (M, N) = R (i.e., RM is a generator), the Morita contexts of Corollary 3.7 coincide with those of Theorem 3.5. For if Z(,M) = 0 and RM is a finite dimensional generator, then 2&R) = 0 and RR is finite dimensional. It then follows that left annihilator ideals of R are closed [13, Lemma 21, and consequently any chain of left annihilator ideals of R must be finite.
(3) One might reasonably ask for more information as to the nature of the module in Theorem 3.5. When I? is an artinian left quotient ring of R (here we mean quotient ring in the sense of [9] ), then a finite dimensional torsionless module RM with Z(,M) = 0 is isomorphic to a submodule of a finitely generated free module. (See Proposition 17 and Theorem 18 of [14] .) (4) Some special cases of Theorem 3.5 appear in [4] and [12] . In the proof of this and succeeding theorems the prime case will be treated simultaneously, with the relevant statements surrounded by square parentheses. First we require a lemma. (1) R is semiprime, Z(,R) = 0, and R has a faithful left ideal which is an essential extension of a direct sum of uniform left ideals.
(2) R has a faithful semiprime module nM with Z(,M) = 0 and with M an essential extension of a direct sum of uniform submodules.
(3) There exist division rings Ai , i E I, and A,-vector spaces Vi with R isomorphic to a dense subring of nis, Hom,i(Vi , Vi).
Proof. The proof of the previous theorem goes through with but minor modifications, which we will now indicate. The finite direct sums are replaced by infinite direct sums or direct products as necessary. The details will be left to the reader. (3) implies (1) . Here the only difficulty is that the pigeonhole principle argument fails. Instead observe that A 2 Cis, Ai where A, = {r E R ( Vr C r/,}, and that this sum is direct since each Ai L Hom4( Vi , VJ. From the original proof we know that each Ai is a uniform left ideal of R. So it suffices to show that A is an essential extension of Giel Ai .
Let 0 # a E A. Then 0 # Via = Ui for some i E 1. Let W = U,a-l n Vi; C&W') = 1. Use the density property to choose r E R with Vr C Wand r Iw an automorphism.
Then ra # 0 and ra E A, since Vra C Ui, and this proves that sA is an essential extension of &, Ai . 1
Remark.
In the above theorem, ] I j equals the cardinal number of incomparable (i.e., Hom,(Ai , A,) = 0) uniform left ideals in a faithful left ideal of R. This number is an invariant for R.
As a special case of the previous theorems we get a generalization of the familiar structure theorem for rings with faithful minimal left ideals. For any fixed i E I use the density property to choose ei E R with ei ) u, = 1 vi and Vei _C Vi . We claim that e,R is a minimal right ideal of R. For any a E R with e,a # 0, it is the case that dim, Veia = 1 and Veia C Vi . Let 0 # u E Vi and choose any Q-E Hom,( V, V) with (ueia)T = u. By the density property there exist 6, c E R with CT = b and c jdusza = 1 dzleia . Hence ue,ab = ueiacT = ueiar = u = uei . Also ker e,ab 2 ker ei with the latter a maximal submodule of dV. Hence ker e,ab = ker ei , and it follows that eiab = ei and so ei E e,aR. This proves that e,R is a minimal right ideal of R.
Since eia = ei E Ai and R is semiprime, Rei is a minimal left ideal of R [9, p. 631 Observe that classically dense subrings in the above sense have the property that given any finite dimensional subspace U of dV there exists e = e2 E R with Ve = U. This is a priori stronger than the "classical" density statement 16, P. 751.
The prime case of Theorem 4.1 appears in [I 1 , and it is from that source that the inspiration for this paper derives. Our approach is however somewhat different in spirit and substance, with Proposition 3.3 the basic step.
Contrary to the suggestion made in [l, Remark lOA], the semiprimeness of R cannot be dropped as a hypothesis in Theorem 4.1 (1) . For an example, let R be the ring of all n x n lower triangular matrices over a field. We do not
however have an example to show that the hypothesis Z(,R) = 0 is necessary. When R is a dense subring of Hom,(V, V), the ideal Ri = {r E R 1 Vr C Vi} can be regarded as a dense subring of Hom,,(Vi , Vi) and eiaI Ri is an essential left ideal of R. Thus much informat;on can be readily extended from the case of prime dense rings. See [l] , especially Theorem 1OC. We will not treat these routine extensions here, with the exception of the following result, which illuminates the connection with semiprime noetherian rings (and requires but a brief proof).
By T, for a ring T one denotes the ring of n x n matrices over T. A subring S of a ring T is called a left order in T if T is a classical ring of left quotients for S. For each j = I,..., t, there exists ij E I with mi' E Mi, . (This is because ,Rmj' is uniform.) Since rmi' = mjs' and Rmj is uniform, it must be the case that mj E Mir . Thus r,+mj' = rmj' = (mj , nj) m,' = (mj , nj)i,mj' where ai denotes the &coordinate (in Ri,) of a E R. Since each R6MC is torsion-free rij f When R is a division ring (or a direct sum of division rings) r can be chosen equal to 1 and then (mj , nJ = 8,, . So this reduces to the classical dual basis statement. For a discussion of the uniqueness of a dual context for a (prime) dense ring of linear transformations, see Theorem 1 I of [I] .
The next result extends Theorem 1OC (5) of [l] . It is also possible to obtain it from a knowledge of the prime case, but we include a proof for the sake of completeness. Set MI = xisJ R,M. This sum is direct since RjRk = 0 whenever j # k E I; and MI is a faithful essential R,-submodule of M. Moreover, given any f E Hom,(M, R), f lM1 : MI + R, because MIf = (CjEJ RjM)f = CjeJ R,(Mf) C CjsJ Rj = A, . It follows that MI is a semiprime R,-module. Finally, using the fact that R,, @ R, is an essential left ideal of R, one checks that Z(,lMI) = 0. The conclusion now follows by applying the previous theorem to the standard Morita context for RIMI . g
As an immediate consequence, one has an extension of Theorem 2.3 of [12] . It is perhaps worth pointing out that a very special case of this corollary yields the (possibly unknown) fact that the endomorphism ring of a torsionless abelian group is a dense ring of linear transformations (of a vector space over the rational numbers).
